ABSTRACT From the general relationship between specific energy and flow depth for all open channels, the specific relationship for parabolic open channels was obtained here. By introducing suitable scaling parameters of the same length dimensions as the specific energy and flow depth, a relationship was obtained between a dimensionless specific energy and a dimensionless flow depth, which is applicable to any parabolic open channel at any discharge. This is presented in both tabular and graphical forms which allows the flow depth to be obtained without iteration, for any given specific energy and discharge in any parabolic open channel.
INTRODUCTION
In steady open channel flow situations where use is to be made of the energy conservation principle (Chow, 1959; Streeter,1971) , the engineer often knows what the specific energy should be as well as whether the flow will be subcritical or supercritical. What he needs to know is the flow depth that will yield that specific energy. This requires the use of a specific energy versus flow depth curve because the relationship between specific energy and flow depth is such that although the specific energy is known explicitly in terms of the flow depth, the reverse is not the case. Unfortunately, the specific energy versus flow depth curve depends on the given discharge and crosssectional shape. Thus for any particular crosssection, a specific curve has to be produced for each given discharge. Alternatively, the depth is obtained by iteration (Chow, 1959) . Either of this is time-consuming.
To avoid this in rectangular and triangular open channels, Aiyesimoju (2006 Aiyesimoju ( , 2007 obtained tabular and graphical relationships between the specific energy and the flow depth which are applicable to these channels irrespective of the discharge, thus allowing the flow depth to be determined for any given specific energy and discharge, without iteration. Other recent work in this area has mostly been concerned with problems involving the specific force rather than the specific energy, as in hydraulic jumps. For example Alhamid and Negm (1996) considered hydraulic jumps in sloping and rough rectangular channels. Mossa (1999) also con-sidered hydraulic jumps in rectangular channels but focused on the oscillating characteristics that accompany the phenomenon.
The aim of this paper is to obtain tabular and graphical relationships between specific energy and flow depth that are universally applicable to all parabolic open channels (illustrated in Figure 1 ), irrespective of discharge.
DERIVATION OF THE SPECIFIC EN-ERGY EQUATION FOR PARABOLIC OPEN CHANNELS
The specific energy E for any depth of flow y in any open channel can be written as (see Chow, 1959) where c is constant and is the channel breadth at the water surface for flow depth y
where A is the flow cross-sectional area, Q is the discharge and g is acceleration due to gravity. In parabolic open channels (illustrated in Figure 1 ) by definition, the relationship between flow depth y varies with the square of the water surface width b, i.e. This has been tabulated in Table 1 and plotted in Figure 2a . Figure 2b is an enlarged version for the larger depths of the supercritical region of Figure 2a known, flow depth y can then be obtained. Thus the flow depth can be obtained for any given specific energy and any given discharge in any parabolic open channel without iteration or any need to construct a specific energy versus flow depth curve for the specific channel at the given discharge. Aiyesimoju (2006 Aiyesimoju ( , 2007 For any parabolic open channel (any given value of c) for which the specific energy E is given and the flow depth y is required for any discharge Q, the critical flow depth y c can be computed from Eqn. 11 or 12. From the specific energy E, E/y c can be then be computed and the corresponding y/y c read from either of Figures 2a, 2b, 2c Aiyesimoju need to construct a specific energy versus flow depth curve for the specific parabolic channel at the given discharge, as was hitherto the case.
